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Abstracted Reality’s Contemporary Abstract Imagery
Creating the perfect infusion of colour and imagination
‘Abstracted Reality’ brings a new and exciting dimension to abstract imagery.
Distinctive, stimulating, dramatic and colourful, my artwork takes viewers into a
realm where they can be completely immersed in pure shape, colour and form.

Stunning abstracts to bring your design vision to life
Whether your clients want to bring refinement and sophistication to a room, establish a feeling of expansiveness, inspire creativity or instil a sense of calmness and
serenity, my fine art prints have the right colours, contours and graphic design elements to create the perfect mood and tone, and will suit any number of interiors.
At times audacious, fanciful and enigmatic, the ‘Abstracted Reality’ collection is diverse, including many contrasting and intriguing images. I have also highlighted
complementary prints which work well together with similar colourings, patterning
and style. These 'companion pieces' can be hung and displayed side by side to meet
your clients' needs and tastes.
With a range of print sizes available and the ability to produce the artwork on alternative substrates if requested, my fine art prints will help you to create an exciting
and extra-ordinary interior design concept. I look forward to collaborating with you
on your projects and delivering unique artwork which will enliven, inspire and bring
your design vision to life.

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved

“Jane Trotter brings to the Photographic spectrum a vitality and freshness of which most photographers are
unaware. Her Abstract compositions are a product of a
fertile mind and an acute awareness of what is possible
to create with the camera lens and a mind unfettered by
boundaries. Her pictures are marked by an acute visual
intelligence and a sensitivity to the nuance of light, colour
and form. Her compositions show us the commonplace
as a gateway to the mysterious and are both fresh and
exciting. A study of Jane’s oeuvre is highly rewarding.”
Matheson Beaumont
ONZM, Hon FPSNZ, FRPS, FPSA
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Working in Partnership
To cater for you and your client’s needs, I have chosen and crafted my
images with several features in mind.

Flexibility of Size
To suit a range of different size needs, Fine Art Prints come in four
standard sizes, A4 through to A1. But every client is unique, so if you
have a specific size requirement please contact me to discuss.

A Consistent ‘Look’
Within each ‘A’ size band, all Fine Art Prints have the same dimensions
and will ‘look the same’, allowing for greater uniformity in appearance
and style. Customers who would like several prints to be situated
along a corridor or in a board room for example, can be confident
that there won’t be an interruption to the visual continuity and flow.

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved

Downloadable Set of Images
To remove the guesswork and make it very easy for your clients to visualise
my art on their walls, I have produced downloadable low-resolution sets of
images (one with a sample frame and the other unframed). These are
intended to be used with apps where you can use a photo of your client’s
wall and superimpose the image of the artwork on top. You will find these
downloadable sets on the ‘On the Wall’ page of the website.

Flexibility of Substrates
Though primarily dealing in Fine Art Prints, I am happy to explore other
substrate options with you such as fine art canvas, aluminium or backlit film
for light-frames. If your project calls for these, please get in touch to
discuss your requirements.

Shipped Unframed
‘Abstracted Reality’ prints are shipped unframed, allowing you maximum
flexibility when it comes to discussing framing options and matching
existing or proposed decor.

jane@abstractedreality.com — www.abstractedreality.com
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Companion Pieces

Signing Open Edition Prints

‘Abstracted Reality’s’ images have been carefully chosen to all have
‘companion pieces’ - other images which will work in harmony and
tastefully complement each other. It is very easy to select and create
an eye-catching ‘Abstracted Reality’ collection. To assist with the selection process, you will find suggested ‘companion pieces’ on each
image’s feature page in this document.

The retail Open Edition prints have my name embossed into the print.
Wholesale clients can choose to get the print hand signed in addition please let me know at time of ordering.

Open and Limited Editions
Prints of each size in the Premier Gallery are Limited Editions. Edition
sizes for these images will typically be:

A1 – 5 + 2 Artist’s Proofs

A2 – 10 + 2 Artist’s Proofs
A3 – 15 + 2 Artist’s Proofs
A4 – 20 + 2 Artist’s Proofs
All A1 sized prints in the ‘standard’ Galleries have a Limited Edition
print run of 20 + 2 Artist’s Proofs. Sizes A4, A3 and A2 in these
Galleries are Open Edition.

Quality Product
Premium, archival quality photographic paper has been used to produce
‘Abstracted Reality’s’ prints, ensuring maximum longevity and continued
vibrancy of colour. The majority of prints are printed on fully archival Fujifilm Lustre photographic paper using a state of the art Chromira 5X ProLab printer. Some images in the Premier Gallery Limited Edition series
are produced on archival quality Ilford Fine Art Textured Cotton Paper
(310gsm).

Certificate of Authenticity
Guaranteeing your clients receive the genuine article, each Limited
Edition Fine Art Print is hand signed, numbered, and accompanied
by a Certificate of Authenticity.

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Fine Art Print Dimensions & Pricing
A4

8.3 x 11.7 inches

210 x 297mm

A3

11.7 x 16.5 inches

297 x 420mm

A2

16.5 x 23.4 inches

420 x 594mm

A1

23.4 x 33.1 inches

594 x 841mm

Retail pricing may be found on the website in $US.
For wholesale pricing and prices for images printed on alternative
substrates, please contact me directly. Freight costs will be in
addition to the print price for wholesale customers.

Commissions
If your clients are interested in commissioning a custom, one-of-akind abstract piece for their home or office, I would be happy to
discuss what you need.

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved

A Successful Collaboration
I know how important it is for you to present a professional
appearance, meet deadlines and budgets, and manage your
business successfully. That is why I am committed to providing
you with the professional services you require – accessibility,
flexibility, a prompt and reliable turnaround, a readiness to listen
and a willingness to go the extra mile!

jane@abstractedreality.com — www.abstractedreality.com
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Three of a Kind

Premier Gallery Limited Edition

Companion Pieces

‘Three of a Kind’ is pure self indulgent fun and whimsy. These
fancifully fulsome curves have unceremoniously been dubbed
‘rainbow rumps’. While it was not my intention to create
anything resembling a triumvirate of multicoloured derrieres,
it seems this interpretation has now well and truly been
planted in my mind. So I’ve decided to go with the flow,
embrace the quirkiness and enjoy these backsides in all their
colourful humour.
Fish out of Water

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved

Astral Plane
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Genesis

Premier Gallery Limited Edition

Companion Pieces

As the title suggests, ‘Genesis’ is about beginnings. A
metaphor for our own life’s journey, we see the first signs of
life sprouting forth – a singular shaft of green asserts itself,
heralding new growth and the beginning of new life. Blood red
veins are fashioned from out of the darkness and emerge to
flank the central panel, nourishing and affirming the fragile life
held within. At the same time they pulsate with a promise of
fuelling and embracing an unknown future.
Crescent Moon over

Back in the Fold

Martian Dunes

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Melting Wave

Premier Gallery Limited Edition
There’s something powerful about the constant motion of
waves crashing upon a beach. Gathering momentum, they
surge forward until in one climatic moment, their energy is lost
and they’re subsumed into the vast ocean once more. ‘Melting
Wave’ embodies the transience and impermanence of such
fleeting moments. As you move across the triptych, there’s an
inherent opposition of the wave rising and striving to reach its
apogee, only to be thwarted and relentlessly pulled back down
again at the final moment, its power and impact simply melting
away.
© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved

Companion Pieces

Angel Wing

Over the Shoulder
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A Touch of Red
Premier Gallery Limited Edition
Just a little of something can be a lot. In a world of mass consumerism and
increasing complication, perhaps we all need to step back and say ‘less is
more’. Amidst our busy lives the simple touch of a loved one – a partner’s
caress, a friend’s gesture of solidarity and empathy, or a child’s cheeky,
high-five can mean so much and ‘ground’ us once more. ‘A Touch of Red’
is my minimalist response to our often hectic and over-stimulated lives and
a reminder to keep things simple and stay in touch with those we love.

Companion Pieces

Crescent Moon over
Martian Dunes

Ingrained

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Over the Shoulder
‘Over the Shoulder’ can best be described as an evolution and a revolution. This
triptych was produced at a time when I was reviewing some of my earlier work to
see if any of the images were suitable candidates for reworking into a triptych
format. I had liked the original source image for many years and had shied away
from undertaking any drastic alterations. However, sometimes we need to
challenge ourselves to adopt a different perspective – sometimes a leap of faith
is required to move ourselves forward.
Taking that first step and abandoning my reservations, I began to dissect my
beloved image. While the original was already intricate in design with a complex
interplay of overlapping lines and curves, the triptych took on a whole new
dimension. From amongst seemingly disconnected elements, a head, shoulder
and torso emerged. A new ‘life’ sprang forth from where I had previously feared
to tread.

Companion Pieces

Blinded by the Light

Angel Wing

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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First Contact
Who hasn’t looked up at the night sky, pondered their existence and felt
humbled by the sheer unfathomable expanse of the universe? On clear,
starry nights my gaze often turns skywards and I find myself imagining if
some other being on another world is doing exactly the same thing at
exactly the same time. ‘First Contact’ brings me closer to these distant
galaxies and nebulae and I envision what life would be like on one of these
mysterious worlds. As cosmic fingers reach out to make their ‘first
contact’, I’m left wondering what unknown encounters await.

Companion Pieces

Tulip

Electric Pagoda

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Deus Ex Machina
Upon completing ‘Deus Ex Machina’ (God in the Machine) I felt I had
created something which equally demanded my attention, but which also
left me with a decidedly unsettled response. Through the dark, shadowy
gloom I could see strange, misshapen and disturbing faces, perhaps a
grotesque and mocking reflection of our darker selves. Locked in a
bizarre, comfortless existence, I imagine the inhabitants of this dimension
stare longingly out into a world they will never experience or inhabit. I’m
drawn to the image – it’s as if I want to know more, to communicate in
some way, yet I’m fearful of what I might discover.

Companion Pieces

Golden Spirals

Ghost in the Machine

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Prismatic
When Spring arrives, the morning sun is at just the right angle to shine
through a small glass prism hanging in my kitchen window. With a gentle
twirl, I can set a myriad of tiny rainbows spinning across the walls. It’s a
great way to start the day. I’ll often hold the prism in my hand and observe
it’s intricately cut glass with dozens of minute triangles reflecting the light.
This tiny prism was the inspiration for ‘Prismatic’, although the actual
image itself was created from entirely different subject matter. I like to
imagine all of the colours of the rainbow hidden inside the little angular
frame just waiting for the sun to set them free. Deliberately mirroring the
prism’s shape and embracing the idea of triangles to establish a sense of
form and design, ‘Prismatic’ has given me plenty of scope for my love of
geometric construction to ‘shine’ through.

Companion Pieces

Crescent Moon over
Martian Dunes

Back in the Fold

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Tulip
The soft fragility of a delicate flower unfurling itself to the world was my
inspiration for ‘Tulip’. Gently curving ‘petals’ emerge, and with them come
the promise of pure and simple beauty. Sometimes the softest whisper is
enough to engage and beguile us and I feel this way about ‘Tulip’ – I
wanted to create an image which speaks to the viewer on a very quiet and
introspective level, evoking feelings of inner stillness and serenity.

Companion Pieces

Ghost in the Machine

Solar Flare

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Colour Cathedral
In ‘Colour Cathedral’ I feel as if I’m walking down a long darkened isle. Everything
is hushed and quiet. With solemn reverence I look up and before me a beautiful
stained glass window appears – the light shining through in a wondrous
communion of colour. I almost feel as if I could touch the divine.
In my early 20s I was in England for around three months and had the
opportunity to visit several old cathedrals. I remember walking inside, gazing
upwards and being completely awestruck. Quite apart from the enormous skill,
engineering and craftsmanship required, the sheer magnificence and grandeur of
vision was quite breath-taking. Not surprisingly, my inspiration for ‘Colour
Cathedral’ comes equally from the awe inspiring vaulted arches and magnificent
stained glass windows found in these exquisite buildings. Perhaps on a slightly
smaller scale, I hope the image evokes similar feelings to those of entering such a
revered place.

Companion Pieces

Prismatic

Crescent Moon over
Martian Dunes
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Golden Spirals
Playing with slower shutter speeds and moving the camera is a favourite
technique of mine. Never knowing quite what I’ll end up with, viewing each
image for the first time comes with equal measures of anticipation and
trepidation. I can have spectacular successes and spectacular failures, but I do
love the excitement and challenge of these shoots as they often develop into a
great learning experience.
‘Golden Spirals’ is one such image where, after a lengthy process of
experimentation and refinement, everything came together. Reviewing my past
attempts with a helpful dose of good humour, I soon learned what worked and
what didn’t, and managed to devise a particular circular motion with the camera
over a specific location above the object. I was delighted to see how the light
accentuated each gesture and spiralling sensation, so I focused on the central
blue cross diagonals and began to imagine the blades of a wind turbine creating
tiny vortexes of golden light.

Companion Pieces

Ghost in the Machine

Deus Ex Machina
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Astral Plane
Do you ever find yourself on the cusp of wakefulness and a dream state,
where everything is immediate yet distant, recognised but not fully
understood? When I created ‘Astral Plane’ I imagined an ‘in between’,
indeterminate state of being, as if I was transported into an alternative,
ethereal dimension.
I love the feeling of looking through this image. There’s an invitation to
delve deeper as the layers of shapes and colours merge and synchronise.
Yet somehow I know their union will only be fleeting. As if in an unending
slow dance, these formations are destined to dissipate and morph into a
new existence, and in that dreamlike state, I’m left wondering whether
what I witnessed was real or only imagined.

Companion Pieces

Mystique

Fish out of Water

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Angel Wing
Some images feel so delicate that I’m almost afraid to touch them. ‘Angel Wing’
stirs these very protective emotions in me as I imagine a beautiful bonelike wing,
exquisitely detailed yet remarkably fragile.
As if poised in space and glowing with an ethereal blue aura, ‘Angel Wing’
possesses its own mystical, divine qualities. I always feel a calmness come over
me when I look at this image – a quiet contemplative mood and sense of peace.
‘Angel Wing’ certainly had a touch of the divine in its creation. During the entire
photo shoot, this was the only shot which captured the wing’s mysterious beauty
with such clarity. Just the right amount of serendipitous lighting coupled with an
almost miraculous alignment of the tiny ridges all came together for that singular
moment when I took the shot. Captured in an instant and then lost, my Angel
only gave me the briefest glimpse of her seraphic form.

Companion Pieces

Over the Shoulder

Blinded by the Light

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Encoiled
Pairing down an image to its most basic design structure is one of the
things I enjoy most about working with abstracts. In some ways, it’s a bit
like learning to see the wood from the trees, searching for the simplest
presentation amongst a bewildering overabundance of compositional
possibilities. Deciding where and how to place that minimal material
within the frame has caused me many creative conundrums.
Such was the case with ‘Encoiled’. The object itself is very simple, but I
could manipulate it into many varied positions, and equally, move myself
around to take advantage of different points of view. Narrowing down
these possibilities and refining my approach took several days’ attempts
before I was satisfied I was on the right track. Finally I could find my way
out of the forest, following the simplest of curves as my guiding path.

Companion Pieces

Ghost in the Machine

Solar Flare

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Ingrained
My parents had a beautiful old desk which, as a child, I remember being
quite taken with. I would often find myself in the bedroom just looking at
its surface and tracing my fingers around its swirling wood grain patterns.
They were captivating and mysterious and I imagined a whole menagerie
of creatures as I began to link spirals and shapes together, seeing an eye
and a head here, or the formation of a giant wing or sinuous tail there.
‘Ingrained’ takes me back to those childhood years. The spiralling and
whirling patterns are like those I saw locked in the beautiful dark wood of
my parents’ desk. In the triptych I wanted to create an equally organic
feeling – with an almost liquid quality rivers of colour create well-worn
tributaries and become ‘ingrained’ into the texture. Just as in my youth, I
find myself searching the image for the hint of an eye…

Companion Pieces

Colour Cathedral

Crescent Moon over
Martian Dunes

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Back in the Fold
Simple complexity or complex simplicity? I ask myself this question many
times when I create images such as ‘Back in the Fold’. On the surface, the
construction and form are simple. Yet when you delve deeper, the
interplay of lines, folds and shadows become increasingly difficult to
decipher.
Many of my friends tell me they see a villainous and fiendish face forming
in the shadows and the more I look, the more I begin to agree with them!
In fact, I find the whole triptych somewhat perplexing. Upon each viewing
I’m constantly challenged by the right panel’s miraculous ability to hang,
unsupported, in mid-air. Somehow, despite all of the unconventional
symmetry and asymmetry, ‘Back in the Fold’ defies gravity and remains
standing – just to taunt me another day.

Companion Pieces

Cascade

Colour Contours

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Ghost in the Machine
Like a half remembered vision from a long forgotten nightmare, ‘Ghost in
the Machine’ is both compelling and disturbing, and holds a dark
fascination for me. As if trying to communicate from another realm, this
tortured, gaunt and haunted character stares directly at me, expressing a
strange and sorrowful existence with its dark and sunken eyes. Perhaps
most chilling is the elongated, open mouth – trying to speak but without a
voice. Trapped in a silent dimension and powerless, I can only image this
protagonist’s future to be bleak and harrowing.

Companion Pieces

Encoiled

Solar Flare

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved
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Colour Contours
When I look at ‘Colour Contours’ my musical background kicks in and I feel its
rhythmic quality with the repeating lines and shapes conveying an underlying
pulse. I even imagine these lines as stave lines on a musical score, but in this instance, the music dances with waves of colour sweeping across the image. It’s
almost as if these musical colours are lifting off the page with the capricious, undulating curves pulling themselves away from the straighter, shadowy lines behind. Let the music play on!

Companion Pieces

Follow the Yellow Brick
Road

© Jane Trotter — All Rights Reserved

Cascade
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Mystique
I like to think ‘Mystique’ captures a little bit of stage magic. I’m reminded
of spectacular theatre productions or magic shows with dramatic lighting,
special effects and a seriously excessive amount of dry ice billowing across
the stage.
‘Mystique’s’ glowing, tubular formations suggest the almost surreal
undulations of light and ever-changing swirling patterns created when
strong stage lights penetrate a wispy, amorphous mist. Wave after wave
of rippling colours dance before your eyes with mesmerising effect.
As the title suggests, ‘Mystique’ has an air of mystery and allure, and I like
to think a little thespian pizzazz to boot.

Companion Pieces

Fish out of Water

Astral Plane
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Blinded by the Light
‘Blinded by the Light’ is one of the images I created as part of my
photographic study on ‘Lines and Curves’. It was a very serendipitous find
as I wasn’t expecting my office furniture to be quite that engaging! Who’d
have thought my desk lamp could lead me on such an interesting journey.
As it happens, creating the image proved to be a great deal more difficult
than I anticipated and it became as much a study in patience and
perseverance as it was for exploring shapes and patterns. But it’s an
image which always reminds me that the process and application we bring
to our creative work can be just as important as the spark of inspiration
which ignited us in the first place.

Companion Pieces

Over the Shoulder

Angel Wing
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Crescent Moon over
Martian Dunes
‘Crescent Moon over Martian Dunes’ transports me to another world.
When I was creating this triptych I became immersed in the idea of alien
landscapes and imagined vast untouched dunes, illuminated only by the
faint light of a distant moon.
With the vivid purples, reds and greens I was able to set the scene of an
eerie and un-natural environment. It’s as if massive gaseous clouds pollute
the atmosphere, turning everything into a frighteningly nightmarish and
psychedelic vision. Perhaps these dunes cover what was once a vibrant
civilisation, long lost to its excesses and overconsumption. Are we
destined for the same fate?

Companion Pieces

Colour Cathedral

Ingrained
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Fish out of Water
From time to time I get nostalgic and look over my older images, sometimes with a
view to reconstructing them into a triptych format. ‘Fish out of Water’ is one such
triptych. I’d discovered an old picture with very colourful and vibrant rainbow
patterns. Deciding these were a real feature, I began to crop the shot to see what I
could create.
The bottom panel came into existence first and I thought to myself ‘this looks very
much like the tail of a fish’. Spurred on by this observation, I wanted to see if I could
create a matching ‘body’, so used the generously curvaceous lines to create the
outline of my new aquatic character.
This image always brings a smile to my face. With personality plus and an enticing
array of rainbow colours to tempt our eyes, I imagine this fish would be the life and
soul of the party. Humorous, playful, whimsical, exuberant and fun-loving, I’m sure it
would have some interesting stories to tell!

Companion Pieces

Mystique

Astral Plane
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Follow the Yellow Brick Road
Finding and creating patterns in images has fascinated me for as long as I
can remember, and I believe it all stems from my musical background. I
grew up with hearing and playing a myriad of rhythmic and melodic motifs
in my piano pieces. As the music progressed, these particular melodic
fragments would reappear, either in their entirety or slightly altered,
injecting new colour and melodic interest and variation.
This sense of inter-connection, of linking parts, of creating larger scale
canvases, both in a musical and artistic sense have proved to be a fertile
ground for my imagination. Strong, angular geometric shapes and
patterns, like the highs and lows of a skilfully constructed melodic phrase,
all interconnect to create something larger than themselves with a ‘flow’
and continuity of line.

Companion Pieces

Colour Contours
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Cascade
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Come Full Circle
We are all familiar with the idea of the ‘circle of life’ – the growth and
transformation from birth to death – a renewal and rebirth. In ‘Come Full
Circle’ I explore the themes of life and death, departure and return, of
coming ‘full circle’ and completing the cycle.
Our life’s journey can take us on many alternative paths. Sometimes we
circle around, double back, feel stalled or rush ahead. Sometimes we
briefly depart from our usual route but then find ourselves returning again
to more familiar territory. Perhaps it’s the pull towards our true nature, of
coming home to our core values and beliefs and having those ripple out
into the world again. Whatever the journey and path we take, hopefully
we’ll become a little wiser in the process, leaving a legacy of hope and
understanding for our next generation.

Companion Pieces

Mystique

Back in the Fold
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Solar Flare
I’ve always had more than a passing interest in astronomy and many of my
images are inspired by unearthly bodies. As a child I would love to look at
photographs of the planets and solar system and would marvel at the
beauty and mystery of distant galaxies. Pictures of massive solar flares
never failed to impress – the high energy radiation bursts erupting from
the sun’s surface and spilling out into space couldn’t help but capture my
imagination and instil a large degree of awe and wonder!
‘Solar Flare’ is my recreation of these tumultuous events. The swirling and
spiralling formations create an underlying sense of motion and turmoil –
of being swept upwards and inexorably carried along on vast cosmic
winds. A warm, rich colour palette completes the picture, giving the
sensation of heat and energy.

Companion Pieces

Ghost in the Machine

Splay of Colour
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Cascade
My love of using geometric patterning to construct an image really comes to the
fore in ‘Cascade’. I use the word ‘construct’ deliberately because crafting a
triptych such as this is like deciphering a cryptic puzzle and working out which
building blocks to put together. You know the parts all fit, but finding the right
pieces to align next-door with one another isn’t as obvious as it might seem.
‘Cascade’ was like a puzzle for me where I had to conceive an overall design and
layout and then construct my panels to bring that vision to fruition. I wanted to
portray a series of colourful, cascading steps, spilling their colours as they tumble
downwards in an un-choreographed and jerky descent. Angled one way, and
then another, I loved assembling my panels to create a playful conundrum of
connect and disconnect – of steps that work but don’t quite work, like a puzzle
you think you’ve solved but then realise there’s still one piece to place.

Companion Pieces

Follow the Yellow Brick
Road

Astral Plane
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Splay of Colour
‘Splay of Colour’ was one of the first triptychs I ever created. One of the
Camera Clubs I belonged to was having a monthly challenge on ‘Triptychs’
and I thought I’d try out my skills. This proved to be a critical moment in
my development as a photographer as my love for creating triptychs
blossomed from that point on – I never looked back!
As a result, this piece holds special meaning for me. Exploring something
different and learning to look at images in a new way was exhilarating and
I felt as if a new chapter in my photography was beckoning. I’d opened
the door a crack, and now I was prepared and eager to fling it wind open.
In a sense, ‘Splay of Colour’ is a metaphor for my photographic journey – a
colourful expedition – both literally and symbolically.

Companion Pieces

Solar Flare

Golden Spirals
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Electric Pagoda
What would life be like on another world? Would the landscape and
environment be inviting and habitable, or brutal and challenging in the
extreme? ‘Electric Pagoda’ is my imagining of a barren, inhospitable world
where vast windswept dunes are punctuated by foreboding alien towers.
Crackling and hissing with electrical pulses, it’s hard to distinguish whether
the tower is the cause of such atmospheric chaos or whether it stands in
heroic defiance against the relentless bombardment.
Who or what would reside inside? What stories could be told of their
strange and perilous existence? For the moment, the ‘Electric Pagoda’
keeps its secrets well hidden.

Companion Pieces

Tulip

First Contact
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Artist Statement
Imagery which challenges creative boundaries and stimulates
the imagination has always been at the forefront of my abstract photography. Exploring more unconventional methods
of interpretation and presentation, I take familiar, everyday
items found around my home and transform them from the
ordinary into the extraordinary; this is my ‘Abstracted Reality’.

“Each image has a unique
signature and presence, managing to blend the mysterious
with a hint of the familiar which
can’t quite be grasped.”

Right from the outset, my photographic vision has been to
look at objects with fresh eyes and a new perspective, discovering beauty and transcendence in the commonplace. For me, photography is not so much about artistically recording what is there, but creating something new and different out of what exists already. I want to give new life to a subject, to alter and challenge
the viewer’s perspective and to invite a sense of mystery, wonder and intrigue.

To achieve this, I made the conscious decision not to heavily manipulate or artificially create my photographs. While I do undertake basic enhancements to my images, essentially what you see in the final presentation is what I saw through the lens. Having to rely on my own imagination and creativity was invigorating and through this process I came to realise how highly I value the truthfulness and authenticity of a photographic image. I don’t
want to manufacture my pictures in the computer. Paradoxically, I want my ‘unreal’ abstracts to be
as ‘real’ and authentic as possible.
As a natural expansion of my photographic vision, I began to experiment with creating triptychs.
The sense of compositional freedom which I enjoy in my abstract work is amplified even more in my
triptych construction. Affording me greater scope and flexibility, the three panel format gives me
the opportunity to expand my vision and push compositional boundaries to an even greater degree.
The use of colour, bold shapes and patterns, and strong, simple graphic design elements feature
strongly in my work. I tend to use colour as a means of highlighting and dramatising shape and form
so that each image has a unique signature and presence, managing to blend the mysterious with a
hint of the familiar which can’t quite be grasped.
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I have a large number of abstract images which are not currently available on the website. Here is a small selection to give you an idea of
the breadth and variety of my other artworks. If there is something here which would be perfect for your clients and you would like to find
out more about it, please let me know. I am happy to provide you with additional examples, just tell me what you are looking for in terms
of colour and design and I will see if I have something to fit.
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Getting in Touch
You can contact me anytime at: jane@abstractedreality.com
To learn more about ‘Abstracted Reality’ and how I create my
images, take a tour of the website
If you would like to be kept up to date with the latest news and
additions to the website, please sign up to Abstracted Reality’s
Newsletter
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Jane Trotter
92 Belford Street
Waverley
Dunedin 9013
New Zealand
(Int) +64 21 130 6569
(NZ)
021 130 6569
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